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General Instructions. There are so many things you need to know content-wise because detail is important
when elaborating in essays. No rehashing the historical event, thanks. This helped me break down the concepts
and show a clear cause and effect. Instead, you could talk about how that piece of propaganda reflects the
attitudes during that time since it was made during the time period. Do not end your extended response
abruptly! Give us a ring on , email us at info artofsmart. To find out more and get started with an inspirational
tutor and mentor get in touch today! Communism is a great example â€” as great as it sounds to maintain a
classless society, communism is generally associated with violence and requires overthrowing an authoritative
figure. Larger text size Very large text size When it comes to achieving modern history mastery, knowing all
the relevant whats, whens, wheres and whys is only one part of the big picture. You want to work through a
checklist of criteria like perspective, timing, context, presentation etc. Generally, social impacts are easier to
understand, but make sure you know the social impacts and have examples to support social impacts. Don't
write everything you know about the topic. When it comes to evidence, it can range from statistics to historian
quotes. Credit:Fiona Morris "See your teacher and get hold of copies of past papers and go through the process
of drafting responses," he advises, adding that this process should be undertaken once a fortnight in the
months leading up to the exam. But before you freak out too much, we spoke to our resident Modern History
expert who gave us some killer tips on how to nail this subject. This essay examines the reasons a homeland
for Jews was supported at Cementing the conventions of history writing through repetition. Content-wise, you
need to be prepared to understand social, political and economic issues because some of the topics can get
quite heavy. However, use them if they are applicable to the source. But how can exam and study scaffolds
can get your Modern History Essay a That being said, if your teacher has taught you to use acronyms, follow
their instructions since they will be the one marking your assessments. Make sure you prepare to answer
questions on all aspects of the syllabus relevant to the topic. Ensure your introduction clearly states your
argument. This makes it easier for me to understand and not overwhelming to look at when I revisit. Name
and structure of the monomer OR b Assess the impact of the Nazi state on social and cultural life in Germany
in the period to  Modern History: Tips on study resources, exam structure - Duration:  Smash the HSC. Social
These address how the event has impacted societal structures and social class, the way people think, culture,
ideologies â€” just to name a few. Try Atomi for free and receive regular updates from our blog. Don't include
historiography unless it backs your argument. Here is an example of my argument table on Leni Riefenstahl:
Notice how I included possible arguments and historian quotes. One thing I heard was that some teachers
would teach acronyms. Modern History. Culture, and Community A lot of students worry about memorising
historian quotes â€” this is not compulsory but it can really enhance your argument. For all that content, rely
on some smart summaries and you also need to prioritise interpretation and your modern skills. Jun 20,  It may
even lighten the stress load as well. In our HSC toolbox, we have compiled a list of over files, resources and
practice papers that we would like to share with Understandable, because when you understand the structure, it
gets repetitive. This is a big ask but try to get in the habit of writing practice essays for Modern to as many
past questions as possible so you are in the swing of using all that knowledge and all those skills to write a
killer essay that your marker will love. You can also develop your arguments in our HSC Modern History
debate thread , where a moderator will come up with a question and you can argue in relation to that question!
You could do essay skeletons for each of the questions so you would know the framework you would employ
for a question of this type.


